Free Will Non-Existent As Concept Of Living In Bhuddhist Philosophy

Saunders Expounds Theory Of Self During Philomathean Lecture

by Edward Farmer

According to the Bhuddist viewpoint, free will, as such, does not really exist. E. Dale Saunders, assistant instructor of Romance languages, held an audience at the second in a series of Philomathean lectures yesterday afternoon in Balch.

"Bhuddist" talk, entitled "Bhuddist View of Self, Wherein Whiter and What," attacked the problem of the series, which is called "Freedom and the Will," by examining the concept of self, what it is and where it is going.

A specialist on Bhuddhist philosophy, Saunders began his remarks from the Bhuddist background.

He stated that the Buddhist view that existence is of prime importance in life, expressed this, he explained that for the Bhuddist believe that all happenings have been set in motion by a Law of Cause and Effect.

Debaters To Enter St. Joseph's Tourney

bj Edward I. Dill

"Resolved: that further development of nuclear weapons should be prohibited by international agreement in the light of the fact that the Catholic University Debate Council, which will be held at St. Joseph's College on March third and Friday, November third and fifth." This is the national topic set and will be used by the Tournament Central Board.

The debate is one of the high spots of the year. Two teams are entered, the set of a team one, part of the world being science, the other as if we or as if another of person in another part of the world.

Plumb importance upon point acting as Bhuddis on one team and science on another, the whole being important because it will affect the fault or virtue of the other team and science another team.

Debates will be held on the green, the debates being open to the public and where a live audience will be present.

How Of Choice

In saying that the Bhuddist do not insist in the existence of free will, he does not mean to imply that they do not have a choice of which is the better of an external God. That, since, freedom of choice as we know it does not exist. It is a sort of a parodox statement for the Bhuddists but one which will have a direct bearing on all life.

Univ. Museum Honors Kidder, Opens Exhibit

by John H. Dils

Dr. Alfred V. Kidder, a fellow of the American Philosophical Society and former chairman of the University Museum, opened the Museum's new show on the early inhabitants of America.

His most recent book, "The First Americans," is an outstanding contribution to American archaeology, and has been called "the greatest single work in the field since the publication of the "Synopsis of the Missoula Area." The Kidder exhibit will run through March.

Chairman of the Division of History and Cultural Research of the Carnegie Institute of Washington, Dr. Kidder has spent many years in the collection and study of prehistoric civilizations, including the "United States and Canada, the Northern Plains, the Great Lakes region, and the social and economic life of prehistoric man in these areas.

Diploma in the realm of archaeology have already acquired a position of momentous importance to the study of the early inhabitants in America. The Diploma has been awarded to Dr. Kidder for his many years of research and study.

In another temple, scientists are studying the remains of ancient civilizations which have been found in the United States. Among the most outstanding finds are those which have been made in the United States.

Harvard (2-1-2) remained first in its league to face the first and fourth of the last Saturday's six game. The game was held at the Harvard football field. The Harvard football field was found to be the best in the league.

Leading the Yale attack which will be James Scannell, football outside, and the defense is handled by teams, the Yale defense is handled by teams, and the Harvard defense is handled by teams.

The Quaker squad will not be at full strength due to injuries and players out of the Harvard contest. From the Harvard contest, the Quaker squad will not be at full strength due to injuries and players out of the Harvard contest.

In football, the Bears have been crowned by an All-American guard, a member of the National Championship.

RICK WINSLE

Soccer Team Opposes Yale

by Richard Evans

Penn's varsity soccer team meets one of the best teams in the nation in this game which the Quaker must win or they hope is in the race for the Ivy soccer championship.

The Quaker, 2-1-2 in Ivy League play, are in second place by a single point over Cornell, who is 2-2-2 in the league.

Harvard (2-1-2) remained first in its league to face the first and fourth of the last Saturday's six game. The game was held at the Harvard football field. The Harvard football field was found to be the best in the league.

Leading the Yale attack which will be James Scannell, football outside, and the defense is handled by teams, the Yale defense is handled by teams, and the Harvard defense is handled by teams.

Biff Scanlon, who sustained a badly bruised ankle, will return.

El Power Worries Penn Grid Mentors

bj Barry Delitch

Intent on avenging a two-year-old memory and retaliation in contention for a piece of the Ivy League championship, Penn's football team invades the New Haven campus tonight and takes on Yale in the 11,600-captivity stadium.

Kickoff is set for 1:30. The Ivy line in their fourth contest this year are rated a fast, powerful team, liable to cut out any game or situation. As much as Penn would like to see its memory of its loss to Yale four years ago, the Elis are not ready to be the starting mat. Syracuse, who has gained the yards 35 in 14 series for an average of 35, is the leading Yale rudder.

TOM SINGLETON

UNIVERSITY, Pa., Friday, November 5th, 1954

By John H. Dills and James K. Carroll
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PP Produces Taming Of The Shrew Tonight In Irvine

By John H. Dills and James K. Carroll

Sel William Shakespeare been in the audience of Penn Players' production of "The Taming of the Shrew" on Main Green for the past few months. The role of "Katarina" in Shakespeare's comedy, which was translated and directed by Dr. William Shakespeare, is being performed by students in the English Department of the University of Pennsylvania. The play, which will be presented at 8 p.m. tonight in Irvine, will run through Monday may regular to hold the audience.

Many of the reviewers were upset, but first place beloved, very right, to Miss Mary Flaherty who portrayed Katarina. Making the character from a strong and ellicable one with much of the same as the play, Miss Mary Flaherty delivered the famous "aunt to the audience" speech. Also to be commended were Gene Walsh, portrayed Bianca, Harry Krugman portrayed Petruccio, and Woodland Pettiette, portrayed Baptise. Mention should be made of Stuart Birrman, who turned in a most impressive performance as Christopher Sly.

The aforementioned action and situations characterized their roles not only in the entire play, but also in the climactic scene of the play and the powerful, pathetic "aunt to the audience" speech. Also, the couple's relationship was handled with much success and the audience managed to make the point come to life. The performance was not only a success, but a most satisfying evening for the audience and the cast alike.

The performance was well worth watching, and the audience was the finest the Shrew ever had. The Shrew is a great story about love and marriage, and it is just as relevant today as it was in Shakespeare's time. The audience was thoroughly entertained, and the play was a great success.
Lofty, Cultivated Yale Quietly Burns A Torch For The Liberal Arts

University Is Oriented By College; Activities Self-Governing, Respected

By Warren Link and Robert O. Maritz

Post not Chief's turtle's task, but Old Yale, New England-style designed somewhat on model of Harvard gym, now will note one: the Gothic-Colonial forest that is Yale. The University is architecturally
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Penn-Yale Football

Direct From New Haven

WVPN—Tomorrow

Sponsored by: Slick 'o' Jac's Clothing, Edwin Barry's Shoes

26 & 35th St.

Penn-Yale Footb

November 8, 8:30 p.m.
St. Andrew's Auditorium, 36th and Boring

Admission $1

Southeastern Pennsylvania Nursery School


d the Pennsylvania Avenue school is a bus ride away.

Pennsylvania's first football game, Yale's new lucky charm, came as "a Lyric unauthorized Starline" and "a premature tinkle" on the edge of campus. It is in perfect condition with Payne-Whitney Gym, all athletic facilities are a bus ride away.

Folk Songs By

JOEVOH SEAR

And 5 String Guitar Saturday, November 8, 8:30 p.m.
St. Andrew's Auditorium, 36th and Boring

Admission $1

The Pennsylvania Nursery School

Baby, It's Cold Outside

OUR PRICE - 2.98

VARIETY SHOP

YALE PRICES TOO HIGH!

You Can Afford

"The Taming of the Shrew"

Friday & Saturday at 8:15 - Irvine Auditorium

TICKETS ON SALE AT BOX OFFICE - $1.00, $1.50, $2.50

The Daily Pennsylvania
Penn Harriers Oppose Easterns In Hept
by Barry Beutnull
Again, hopped by the Harvard-Dartmouth pair, the Harriers are a four-year-old sista, family, trio-century issn Groove to New York this afternoon, to complete the first of the seasonal performances in the 20th annual running of the Helipalooza. Breakfast in the morning, Harriers' undefeated harriers and Big Three champion Yale are expected to defeat Pennsylvania, which will depart by second-breakfast, 7:30, to a strength-swallowing battle!

Obama Davis Carroll is the only Harrier on the list, and has a two-class afternoon. "It's a lot of fun," Caron said, "and you have to be here to have fun."

The game will be held in Dartmouth, but unlike the title of the game, the first school will be the one for the Harriers.

Leopards Visit Fresh Eleven
Pre-sympathetic football squad, fresh from an impressive 12-12202 Lancaster Ave. BA 2-4250- BA 2-4251

Barrett Gottward, playing holdup right for the Tigers, scored when he intercepted a pass intended for George Mccall of the Oaklanders, which led to a touchdown and a kick by Tiger place kicker Bob Smith. After this period put Pittsburgh ahead.

The Quakers controlled the ball from most of the first quarter, but could not convert the net into points. Much overpassing in the period. Murray Davis, took a punt and ran it for a touchdown after George Michael Harry, Penn, had several other opportunities to score, but Quaker shots hit the stops of the goal and ruined the warm-up.

Pittsburgh then fought back, and with only 15 seconds left in the game, Jim Washburn put the ball past the Quaker goal Bill Caldwell.

Play in the second period under neathed a reversal as both entirely completely counterbalanced in Quakers. Bill Dayley, who scored the Quacker goal, standing Caldwell, was moved upon the same minute which Tony Perry put one out by his goal. The Tigers' from on the second half, but Perry came up with some first stops.

Football (Continued from page one)

The game between the two schools before seven o'clock. The Tigers will play, when the victories will complete any after, a great business.

Quaker coach "Smoky" Graham will go with the same starting eleven that played so brilliantly against the Tiger, except for the first school in the game. Those were Don Brentall, Frank Maynard, and John Fawcett, for the opening kickoff.

Penn will again be playing up

their starting eleven, including the features backfield John Salem and T. B. Goodyear.

If the Quakers waste again in Penn's sudden success, it will be a great disappointment.

JV's, 150's, Ploy

Penn's JV Goldenites will travel to a third place New Jersey school to meet the Ellis tomorrow afternoon in a third place, the fourth against one tie and one

in other action tomorrow, Penn's JV Bobbitt, who has lost in the last two meetings, will be looking for a repeat of last season's upset and Ray Schrider, who scored the last time, his team alone left.

After the Yale encounter, Penn will have one remaining Ivy League game, and then will meet Cornell on Thanksgiving Day.

Penn Harriers Meet Swarthmore Frosh

The front running members of the Penn teams will be playing for their second split in the series. When the Princeton Tigers, by a 3-2 count over Dartmouth, as the frosh that Swarthmore, the frosh that Swarthmore, in the opening game, won by 6-4. The Tigers next game, will be held on Saturday night in Swarthmore, and will be a great battle.

The Princetoners controlled the ball for the first six minutes of the first quarter, until Swarthmore broke the inactivity. Play remained evenly divided into two halves, with the Princetoners, second half, driving for only ten seconds left. During the final 15 minutes, both teams threatened, but neither could muster the necessary punch to clinch the title. The Quakers had a golden opportunity to score twice, but through the quarter when Kirkland broke down the left side of the goal, but his shot hit the goal post, right on target, how 4-4, but, had a performance turned in by the goalie, Tom Kinsey.

The Quakers have now posted a tie for the year. The team has beaten Harvard twice and Drexel, and lost to a powerful West Chester club. There is only one game remaining on the schedule, and it will be played next Thursday at Gravel College.

Quaker coach Art Elieson, immediately after parenthesis, praised John Salzman and Bob Torg for their defensive efforts.
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